TO OUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS

The Gilmore Car Museum remains temporarily closed to the public in support of the effort to contain the spread of COVID-19. We look forward to when we can announce our reopening date. In the meantime, we will provide you with weekly updates as new details unfold.

Updates will also appear in real time on the Museum website GilmoreCarMuseum.org and via social media.

The Gilmore Car Museum is committed to the health and safety of everyone who visits—our guests, volunteers and staff. We are staying abreast of the ever-evolving situation and following advice from the Federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), as well as state and local officials.

To lessen the impact on any onsite staff we’re following CDC guidelines, including diligently following a rigorous cleaning schedule, practicing social distancing and teleconferencing.

Our staff is staying busy deep cleaning the facility, preparing new exhibits, online content and more streaming video options, and we are very excited about the upcoming season which will be here before we know it!

We can’t wait to invite you back!

IN THE MEANIME...

Stay connected with us by visiting GilmoreCarMuseum.org and on FACEBOOK and INSTAGRAM as we have exciting plans to bring the Museum to you during this time of closure.

The 2020 Lecture Series... and beyond
Our very popular Lecture Series continues to take place as a FREE video streaming events on FACEBOOK LIVE and will later be available to view on the Museum’s YouTube Channel.

We encourage you to also check out many of our prior lectures available on the Museum’s YouTube Channel.

Thank you for your continued support as we do our part to help stop the spread of the Coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak.